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Abstract

The future teleconferencing systems will need an appropriate system which controls prope파y the acoustic echo for the 
convenient communication. The conventional acoustic echo cancellation algorithms involve large adaptive filters identifying 
the impulse response of the echo path. The use of adaptive IIR filters appears to be a reasonable way to reduce computa
tional complexity.

Effective cancellation of acoustic echo presented in teleconferencing system requires that adaptive filters have a rapid 
convergence speed. One of the main problems of acoustic echo cancellation techniques is that the convergence properties 
degrade for an highly correlated signal input such as speech signals. By the way, the introduction of linear prediction filters 
onto the structure of the acoustic echo cancellation represents one approach to decorrelate the speech signal. And variable 
step-size LMS algorithm improves the convergence speed through a little increasing of computational complexity.

In this paper, we applied these two methods to the acoustic echo canceller(AEC) and showed that these methods have 
better performances than the conventional AEC.

I. Introduction

Recently, with increasing demand and interest in tele
conferencing, more ideal environment, that is, the system 
which can communicate well with the someone in a far
away place, as if they were in same place, is to be needed. 
In teleconferencing system, the received speech signal of 
the far-end talker can be heard to near-end talker through 
the speaker and this signal goes back through the micro
phone and communication channel and can be heard to 
far-end talker. Furthermore, because the same 디uency 
signal occurs repeatedly, the howling is happened and 
made us feel the uncomfortabality in communication. To 
remove these problems, the acoustic echo canceller is to 
be needed indispensably[6][9].

Up to now, the research on the AEC is mostly about 
the structure using the adaptive FIR filter, because FIR 
filter can be implemented easily and assure the stability of 
the adaptive filter. But the conference room has the very 
long impulse response of the acoustic path, about 100 
msec-^400 m5ec[6][9|. If the signals are sampled at 8kHz to 

implement this system with digital system, there are con
siderable problems in real-time realization because FIR 
filter needs thousands of taps. But the acoustic echo path 
can be modelled well with ARMA model. So we are able 
to realize the acoustic echo canceller in real-time with far 
less taps than those of FIR filter if we use an IIR adapt
ive filter[6]. LMS algorithm has been widely known due 
to its simplicity and robustness, leading to its implement
ation in many applications. And, in LMS algorithm, the 
value of the convergence factor,卩 is known to determine 
the convergence characteristic of the algorithm, stability, 
and the error in the stationary state. Also the conver
gence speed and the MSE in the stationary state are pro
portional to “[2]. By the way, the convergence character
istic of LMS algorithm depends on the eigenvalue spread 
ratio of the autocorrelation function of the input signal, 
stochastic characteristic of the input signal. Therefore, if 
the signal with large eigenvalue spread ratio, about 3000, 
is used for the input of adaptive filter, the convergence 
speed of adaptive filter is limited. The pre-whitening fil- 
ter(PWF) diminishes the eigenvalue spread ratio of the 
autocorrelation function of input signal using adaptive fil
ter with fewer taps. Lately, the new adaptive filtering 
technique was proposed. This method uses the PWF to 
decorrelate the input signal randomly and improves the 
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convergence speed[10][l 1]. But seeing the power accumu
lation spectrum since the colored noise and the signal 
noise pass the PWF introduces the fact that the eigen
value spread ratio is larger than that of the white gaussian 
noise as usual even if the ratio decreases significantly be
fore passing the PWF.

To improve the convergence speed of the signal which 
passes through the PWF, we use the variable step-size 
LMS(VS-LMS) algorithm, which varies the convergence 
factor in time. And VS-LMS algorithm has been widely 
applied to communication environment, with frequently 
varying channel, such as equalizer for communication[3] 
(4][7). In this paper, we whitened the input signal by using 
the PWF and used the VS-LMS algorithm for UR filter 
instead of 나)。conventional VS-LMS algorithm for FIR 
filter and applied this system to the acoustic echo cancel
ler. We showed that the acoustic echo canceller with the 
structure and algorithm used in this paper yields a super
ior performance to the conventional A EC when we esti
mate the acoustic path of room in a time-varying en
vironment. This paper is organized as follows. Section D 
introduces the structure of HR filter used in this treatise. 
In section HI, the structure of PWF and 나le HR VS-LMS 
is described. Section IV explains the simulation results of 
the proposed algorithm and its structure. Finally, section 
V summarizes our results and suggests a future work.

II. Adaptive HR filtering

Adaptive HR filter can be classified into two methods, 
equation error method(EEM) and output error method 
(OEM), according to the method by which we get the er
ror to be minimized such as (1) and (2).

N-\ M
yXw) = E a^njxin-m) + E (1)

m=0 m=t
N-{ M

y&(n) = £ Q끼3)%(刀一 m) + £ Mn) y0(n-ni) (2) 
m=0 m—1

The filter output of the EEM is made up of the linear 
functin of the filter coefficient because the EEM doesn't 
include the recursive component of the filter o나tput. On 
the other hand, the filter output of the OEM is comprised 
of the nonlinear function of the filter coefficient because 
it in이udes the recursive component. If the EEM is used, 
the MSE has the only one global minimum and the local 
minimum doesn't exist. But this method has the demerit 
that the estimated coefficient of the system can be biased 
if the estimated noise exists. On the other hand, in case of 
using the OEM, MSE may not be converged to the optimal 

value because there are many local minima. But the coef
ficient bias doesn't occur. Therefore, there is a trade-off 
between the coefficient bias and the local minimum" L

Adaptive HR filter using the EEM is illustrated in Fig. 
1. The EEM estimates the unknown system coefficients 
and has two FIR filters such as Fig. 1. Using the EEM is 
the same as estimating the two FIR filters. Because we re
solve the stability problem, the defect of the OEM and 
EEM, we can assure the stability in all systems[l][8]. 
LMS algortihm using the EEM is as follows. In (1), input 
vector and tap coefficient can be given by (3) and (4)re
spectively. The output of the filter can be expressed as (5) 
and the error can be given by (6). LMS algorithm using 
(5), (6) and equation error method can be rewritten by 

(7).

A(n)=[a0(n\ …，aN-}(h)]T
B(n) = {bi(n),…，bM(n)]T (3)

X0z)니%3), •••, x{n-N +l)]r
= …，d(n-M)]T (4)

ye(n) = AT(n) X(n) +」矿(处)D(n) (5)

e(n) = d(n) ~ye(n) (6)

A(n +1) = /<(m) +/ze(«)X(n)
B3 +1) = B(m) + 昭 3) D(w) (7)

Generally, the input vector and the coefficient vector are 
written by each vector. Because, in adaptive IIR filter, the 
convergence speed varies whether the convergence factor 
of MA part and AR part is the same value or not[이, to 
generalize this fact in the viewpoint of convergence fac
tor, we can express separately the input and the coef
ficient vector of AR and MA part such as eq. (3)〜(7). In 
(7), convergence factor, the function of time, becomes 
larger in proportion to the size of error. And if the error 
diminishes, the value of convergence factor is controlled 
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to a small value.

ID. HR VS-LMS Algorithm and PWF StiPGture.

2.1 HR VS-LMS Algorithm
Research on variable step-size for adaptive filter has 

m냐ch diversity. The method of changing the convergence 
factor according to the change of estimated gradient sign 
and the magnihide of error using the error of filter have 
been sludie이3][4][7L But if these algorithms are used in 
an adaptive HR filter, the performance is restricted largely 
by many parameters, furthermore, the algorithm has the 

same value when the convergence factor of AR and MA 
part is changed. But ls explained in section U, the con
vergence factor of AR and MA is to be changed dif
ferently. So we used the proposed //-algorithm in [7] and 
|8] to the adaptive HR filter.

Generally, in LMS algorithm, the coefficient of adapt
ive filter is adapted to minimize the MSE. Therefore con
vergence factor can be expressed such as in (8) and (9) if 
the same method as LMS algorithm is used[8]. In (8) and 
(9), p is another convergence constant, which controls the 
adaptive speed of varying convergence constant. If the 
value p is small enough, the ^-algorithm adapts stably. 
Eq. (10) shows the coefficient update equation of AR and 
MA part.

Table 1. The comparison of computational complexity

Algorithm

Fixed step-size HR L\4S

Variable step-size IIR LMS

(이iipiitation시 complexity

2(N+M)

3(N+M)+4

2.2 PWF Structure.

If the input signal is white noise, this signal has the sm
all eigenvalue spread ratio of autocorrelation matrix. So 
when the conventional adaptive LMS algorithm is used, it 
yields a comparatively rapid convergence speed. Eigen
value spread ratio determining the convergence speed is 
expressed in (11).

««)=A.maxAmi„ (ID

But, if colored noise having large correlation ratio 
among signals is used as an input, this algorithm is restr
icted by convergence speed. In this case, if the linear pred
iction error filter is used, we can decorrelate the input sig
nal such as speech. So decorrelating the signal using the 
linear prediction filter in front part of adaptive filter and 
inputting the signal with decreased eigenvalue spread 
ratio to adaptive filter show the improvement of conver
gence speed[ 10]|l 1|- In this paper, we proposed the equa
tion error method adaptive IIR filter, introducing the pre
whitening method, and illustrated the structure in Fig. 2.

/Z(W)= “02 — 1)--- ~

="(丸 _ 1) _ ■?

de2(n)
每如—1)

dTe2(n) ()A(n)
dA(n) dfi(n — 1)

=-1) +pe(n)e(n- 1) XT(n- 1)X3)

= — ----- --  e2(n-\)
2 dv(n — l)

p dTe2(n) dB(n)
57七 字瓦厂

Receiving Room

Figure 2. Acoustic echo canceller using PWF.
(9)

-iXw - 1) +pe{n)e(n- 1) DT(n — \)D(n)

A(n +1) = /<(«) +"3)e(也)X3) 
B(n +1) = 8(n) +v(m) e(n)D(n) (10)

Table 1. shows the comparison of the multiplication 
complexity between 나te HR LMS algorithm with fixed 
convergence constant and the IIR LMS algorithm with 
variable step-size. The increase of a little m니tiplication 
complexity, about one and a half times, shows the im
provement of convergence speed.

1 ~P(z) is the linear prediction filter which decorrelates 
the input signal %(鷲)，and decreases the eigenvalue spread 
ratio of x(n). We should make two paths, the estimation 
path through (1 - P(2))//*(z)  and the real propagation 
path system through H⑵,the same in order to estimate 
real impulse response H(z) with adaptive IIR fiter 
Therefore PWF (1 — P(2)) has to be copied into the real 
propagation path. (12) shows the mathematical relation
ship of this method.

伝)(1 一 尸(z))wH*)(!  - Rz)) (12) 
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To restore the error signal ep(ri) distorted by PWF, the 
inverse filter of PWF in output part is required. Eq. (13) 
shows this inverse filter.

脸） 그 1 ~P{z)
(13)

Inverse filter has poles, so the inverse filter assuring the 
stability of system is needed. Fig. 3 and 4 illustrate the 
linear prediction filter and its inverse filter.

Figure 4. Inverse model of lattice predictor.

In a linear prediction filter using the lattice structure, if 
the reflection coefficient of the estimation filter is deter
mined to minimize the forward estimatin error and back

ward estimation error concurrently, the reflection coef
ficient is made less than 1. From this reason, we can see 
that the stability of the inverse filter pole with the same 
reflection coefficient as the estimation filter is assurred. 
(14)~(18) show that the relationship of the estimation fil
ter input and output in lattice structure and illustrate the 
reflection coefficient regulation method.

fQ(n) = bM = xM (14)
/；<«) =fi „ ] (w) - kiM \<,i<.L (15)

bi(n)=九一】3 -1) - kA.n)fi -i(n) 1M z’V L (16)

约仞)=/l3) (17)
ki(n +1)=如3) +2“心(死)&一13 -1) (18) 

where x^n) decorrelates output of the lattice structure 
predictor. In lattice 아ructure predictor, used in the part 
which desired response signal is inputted, and the inverse 
lattice structure, used in the inverse filter, we used the 

copied reflection coefficient, which is estimated in the 
standard input part. Distortioned estimation error signal 
ep(n) of equation error method LMS algorithm is restor
ed by the inverse lattice filter. In this case, the relationship 
between input and output of inverse lattice predictor is as 
follows,

A oM = ep(n) (19)
fp, ><n) =fp, j 13) + 版t +10泌心t +13T) 心ML

(20) 
bp, i(n) = bP,i-y(n-\) + ki(n}fP, L-i + M M zM 匕(21) 
e(n) 匕(死) (22)

where e(n) is a restored estimation error.
In PWF, the recursive least squares lattice(RLSL) al

gorithm using posteriori estimation error for coefficient 
update algorithm performs better than the LMS algor
ithm for update algorithm. Relationship between input 
and output of estimation filter for lattice structure and 
the reflection coefficient update equation are represented 
in eq. (T21)〜(T.2-12) in [13]

W. Simulation Res비ts

Fig. 5 shows the teleconferencing system having acous
tic echo canceller. In teleconferencing system, the transfer 
function of conference room acoustic path has poles 
which is close to the unit circle and the frequency charac
teristic of transfer function is flat in overall frequency 
bin. And the transfer function of acoustic path is mod
elled well by the 10th or 20th ARMA model, representing 
well the upper performances^].

Figure 5. Teleconferencing system with AEC.

Acoustic path used in this paper is represented in eq. 
(23). To present the case that the environment of acoustic 
path changes, we assumed that the system is changed 
from eq. (23) to (24) in 10,000 samples among 20,000 sam
ples used in simulation.

Colored noise and the real speech signal are used for 
input signal x(n). And colored noise is made its variance 
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I by passing white gaussian noise with zero-mean into 
low pass filter with different eigenvalue spread ratio.

H*M) =
-0.8 +z~10

1 -Olz-'0 (23)

(24)H* 2(n) =
-0.85 +z-'°
1二房5厂皿

The eigenvalue spread ratios of alkpole filter (25) and 
(26) are about 11, 323, respectively.

1 1-------- =----------------------------- - (75)
At(z) l-1.6z-' +0.95z~2

] 0.1
[%(z) = 1 -0.9z-' (26)

Desired response signal d(n) is obtained, si흥naHo-noise 
ratio(SNR) to be 30dB, by adding v(n). Estimation noise, 
white gaussian noise with zero-mean, has no correlation 
with input signal. The algorithm for HR filter uses the 
c이ualion error method and simulates with optimal degree.

And the orders of IIR filter used in this paper are 5() 
for AR part and 50 for MA part. The comparison of 
convergence speed is made by using the MSE for colored 
noise and the ERLE for speech signal. MSE curve was 
obtained by ensemble averaging over 50 independent 
trials of simulations. To evaluate performance criterion, 
ERLE curve for speech signal is defined in (27).

VS _ LMS, combination of LMS algorithm for PWF and 
VS_LMS, and combination of RLS algorithm for PWF 
and VS_LMS, when noise is 30dB and adaptive system 
coefficients(ASCs) are constant. As shown in fig. 10, the 
structure of PWF _ RLS & VS LMS has the best per
formance. And fig. 11 illustrates the comparison of MSE 
in 나iree structures, VS_ LMS, combination of LMS algor
ithm for PWF and VS_LMS, and combination of RLS 
algorithm for PWF and VS_LMS, when noise is 30dB 
and ASCs aren't varying. As shown in Fig. 11, the stru
cture of PWF_ RLS & VS_ LMS has the best performance. 
Fig. 12 shows the sim나alion result in the same algorithms 
when ASCs are varying. And Fig. 13 illustrates the ERLE 
of three structures, TDL LMS algorithm for FIR, VS_ 
LMS algorithm for HR and the combination of PWF_ 
LMS and VS_LMS for HR filter. Also, the ERLE of 
TDL LMS algorMhm for FIR, VS _LMS algorithm for 
HR and the combination of PWF RLS and VS„ LMS 
for HR filter is 아as fig. 14. The input signal used in 
fig. 13 and 14 is speech signal.

0.3

£/?LE(w)=10Iogl0
E [d2(n-i)] 
i — 0

Id 이 (27)
E le2(n-i)]

0,2

押屮姉“脳、补、曾W*서'/재서''"

And the tap number of lattice filter is the order of AR 
part and 12 in case input is colored noise and speech sig
nal, respectively.

When the coefficient of system function is varying and 
다le noise is 30dB, lOOdB, the result of each simulation 
아)ows that the combination method of RLS for PWF and 
/z-LMS for adaptive filter has 나le best performances. And 
in case of estimating the coefficient, this method shows 
the best coefficient estimation performance. Also this 
method does present the same performance when the in
put is speech.

Fig. 6 illustrates the impuse response used in this paper. 
Fig- 7 shows the speech signal, which is sampled by an wo
man, “대학가라는 말은 여느 시중의 거리와 차별될 수 있 

는 풍속도를 지니고 있어야 한다." Fig. 8 and 9 아low the 
perfonnances the updating of wei아)t when the unknown 
time coefficient is constant and varying, respectively. Fig. 
10 illustrates the comparison of MSE in three structures,

-0.2 -…… -

0 12B ?,56 閃4 512

Iteration

Fig니re 6. Impulse response of echo path in real environment.

Iteration.

Figure 7. Speech signal.
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Figure 8. Trajectorise of weight when unknown system coefficients 

(USCs) are constant.
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Figure 9. Trajectories of weight when USCs are varying.
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Figure 13. ERLE curves of three different structures.
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Figure 11. MSE curves according to structures when USCs are 
constant (SNR 드 30dB).

V. Conclusions

In teleconferencing system, having considerably long im
pulse response, about 100 msec-400 msec, and varying its 
environment frequently, there is problem in real imple
mentation if the adaptive FIR fiter is used for acoustic 
echo canceller. Therefore, in order to diminish the tap 
number of adaptive filter, we used the adaptive IIR filter. 
And we used the PWF structure to speed up the conver
gence speed and to decrease the degree of correlation of 
input signal. Also IIR VS-LMS algorithm was used for
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improving the convergence speed. This paper showed that 
the combinational structure of these two methods applied 
in A EC is superior to the conventional AEC. And this 
paper represent the best performance is shown when RLS 
algorithm is used for PWF and VS_LMS algorithm is 
utilized. In the future, the research on the combinational 
method of other algori나ims for PWF and another VS_ 
LMS type algoiHhm will be presented.
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